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 725p - Market Cap: £160.9m 
 

SHARE PRICE (p) 

 
12m high/low 905p/510p 

Source: LSE Data 

 

KEY DATA 

Net (Debt)/Cash £10.1m (at 30/06/21) 

Enterprise value £150.8m 

Index/market AIM 

Next news FY21 results, Apr-22 

Shares in Issue (m) 22.2 

 

TOP TEN SHAREHOLDERS 

Canaccord Genuity 13.1% 

Liontrust 7.9% 

Aberdeen Standard 6.2% 

Gresham House Asst Mgt 6.0% 

Eiffel Investment Group 5.6% 

Gresham House PLC 5.3% 

Chelverton Asset Management 4.5% 

Lombard Odier 4.1% 

David Sherwin 3.4% 

Phil Reason 3.3% 

Bringing drugs to market faster
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FYE DEC (£M) 2019 2020 2021E 2022E 2023E 

Revenue 25.7 28.2 46.7 61.5 66.3 

Adj EBITDA 4.9 5.9 8.0 12.2 14.9 

Fully adj PBT 3.7 4.4 5.0 8.4 10.8 

Fully adj EPS (p) 18.4 19.1 18.3 29.7 38.3 

EV/Sales 5.9x 5.3x 3.2x 2.5x 2.3x 

EV/EBITDA 31.0x 25.5x 18.8x 12.3x 10.1x 

PER 39.4x 38.0x 39.7x 24.4x 18.9x 

Source: Company Information and Progressive Equity Research estimates 

Instem offers an opportunity to invest in a business with two specific 
attractions: 

▪ The group is exposed to a number of structural long-term growth 
markets - big pharma continues to develop and test steadily more 
drugs each year, and there is a growing use of technology to optimise 
and streamline this process. 

▪ Instem has a strong position in the pre-Clinical (animal testing) phase 
of the drug development lifecycle, and is beginning to replicate this 
strength in other areas, most notably the recent d-wise acquisition 
with a focus on software and technology consulting in the Clinical 
trials segment.  

We believe that Instem will continue to deliver on an organic basis, but 
that its recent acquisitions will serve to dramatically expand the group's 
reach and its long term potential.  

Company description 

Instem provides software and technology-enabled outsourced services 
to customers across the pharmaceuticals and related sectors; it sells to 
all of the world's top 25 pharma groups.  Its products help automate and 
improve processes from early Discovery, through pre-Clinical (animal) 
and Clinical (human) trials, and deal with regulatory filings both pre and 
post a drug's launch. 

The group is headquartered in Stone, Staffordshire in the UK, with offices 
also in the USA, France, China, India and Japan.  Instem has grown 
steadily on an organic basis, but has accelerated this growth through a 
number of acquisitions since its IPO in 2010 - the market for technology 
provision into the life sciences space remains highly fragmented, and 
there is scope for significant ongoing M&A.  

Recent months have seen a series of acquisitions - a small business (The 
Edge) which will augment the study management aspects of Instem's 
work, a much larger acquisition, d-Wise, active in the Clinical (human 
trial) segment of the market and bringing a high-end consulting skillset to 
the group, and finally the acquisition of long-term competitor in PDS. 
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Investor criteria – how Instem measures up… 

What investors look for What Instem offers 

Large and growing market with 
diverse revenue streams 

The global life sciences sector spends billions of dollars each year on 
technology, a figure which has shown steady growth over many years.  
The COVID-19 pandemic is likely only to accelerate this trend. 

Recurring (or repeat) business 
from blue-chip customers, or 
otherwise reliable revenue base 

Instem sells almost entirely to blue-chip customers, and recurring 
revenue represents around 60% of the total, with a 98% client retention 
rate. 

Defensible position with barriers 
to entry 

The market is highly regulated, and customers build long-term 
relationships with trusted suppliers; Instem has been in business for 50 
years.  Knowhow and intellectual property also contribute to the 
defencibility of Instem's revenue and margins. 

Strong margins, cash generation 
and dividends 

The group has a history of strong gross and operating margins, with good 
cash conversion and well-managed working capital.  Dividends could be 
relatively easily paid, but for now the group has focussed on growth.  

Positioned for acquisitive growth 

Instem has already completed a number of acquisitions over recent years, 
adding technology, market knowledge and customer reach.  We would 
expect further M&A over time as the group steadily builds scale on the 
global marketplace - during 2020, the group raised £15m in an 
oversubscribed offering to fund further M&A. 

Strong ESG credentials – as a 
business or via products/services 

Instem is carefully-managed and has a relatively low environmental 
footprint; the social benefits of its products are clear for all to see through 
the life-saving and life-enhancing nature of the pharma products that it 
helps deliver. 

Credible, strategic and 
experienced management team 

At Board level, Instem benefits from significant breadth and depth of 
management, with good levels of relevant expertise.  The acquisitions 
have allowed Instem to on-board a steady stream of high quality 
divisional and product specialist managers who are contributing steadily 
more to the overall group management team.  
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Business model  

Instem sells software licences and charges for the delivery of services, selling to over 600 customers globally, 
including all of the largest 25 pharmaceutical groups. 

The group reports revenues along the following lines (a split of revenue by type is shown on page 5): 

▪ Software - annual fees (support and maintenance) and a small number new perpetual licences 

▪ Software - SaaS (Software as a Service) revenues are a growing proportion of new sales 

▪ Outsourced Services - largely around the US Food & Drug Administration (FDA) mandated SEND data standard 
(preparing client datasets for regulatory filings)  

▪ Professional Services - a smaller amount of professional services (generally installation, integration and training 
related to software sales) as well as client-funded software development 

The sales model is generally direct to the end customer, and in most geographies the group is very well established 
with relationships across all client types. 

Instem is well positioned in its markets, with a clear leading position in pre-Clinical study management  and 
Clinical trial statistical computing environments, and evolving offerings in many other growth segments.  The 
group has a strong offering around the recently-introduced SEND data standard (for the US FDA) which is driving 
both software sales and significant growth in the provision of outsourced services. 

Illustration of product offering 
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Instem is active across a broad span of the drug development lifecycle, from the earliest stages of drug discovery, 
through development, pre-Clinical (animal) and Clinical (human) testing phases, then launch and beyond. 

The key market dynamics are summarised in the following areas: 

▪ Study management - the group enjoys a market-leading position in the pre-Clinical (animal trials) space with its 
Provantis product, where a key driver of growth is conversion of existing customers from on-premise (support 
& maintenance contracts) to SaaS deployments with benefits for both customers and Instem 

▪ Regulatory solutions - the pre-Clinical SEND FDA standard is driving growth in both software sales and (more 
materially) associated outsourced services.  The Clinical-stage equivalent (SDTM) could hold similar promise for 
revenue opportunity.  The group also owns a leading player in Regulatory Information Management - collection 
and submission of data regarding product licencing for drugs post-launch and for medical devices 

▪ In Silico Solutions - the KnowledgeScan product helps customers in the earliest stages of drug development 
using data analytics and high-end Artificial Intelligence, and offering Instem a good link to customers whose 
successful development work will lead to later-stage testing and analysis. 

▪ Clinical Trial Acceleration Solutions - acquired through d-wise, this business sells consulting and technology to 
improve data management and biostatistics within the Clinical phase of drug trials, along with software and 
services to anonymise clinical trial data to comply with medical information regulation in certain geographies 

Instem enjoys different dynamics in each segment - a SaaS upsell to the existing base in pre-Clinical study 
management, riding a SEND wave within the Regulatory space, and developing AI-driven and highly functional 
software in the early-stage drug discovery areas.  The market overall is highly fragmented with many national or 
regional solutions but few true global players in most niche areas. 

Market dynamics 

Customer examples 
Instem sells in all major geographies - to pharmaceutical companies, to Contract Research Organisations (CROs) to 
whom many pharma groups outsource drug trials, and to governmental and academic institutions. Instem has over 
600 customers including all of the top 25 pharma groups - management believe that over 50% of all drugs on the 
market have been through some part of Instem's platform during development. 
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David Gare 

Chairman 

Phil Reason 

Chief Executive 

Nigel Goldsmith 

Finance Director 

      

David founded Instem's former parent 
company - he sold Instem Limited to 

Kratos Inc. in 1976, effected an MBO in 
1983, with subsequent flotation and then 
public to private and demerger in 1998.  

The 2002 buyout of Instem LSS from 
Alchemy led to the creation of the 

current Instem plc group.  

Phil has developed a number of IT 
businesses in the life sciences and 

nuclear industries, both organically and 
through acquisition. He joined the former 
parent company, Instem Limited in 1982 

and was appointed CEO of Instem LSS 
Limited at the time of its demerger.  Phil 

is based in Pennsylvania, USA. 

Nigel joined Instem in November 2011 - a 
qualified ACA with over nine years at 

KPMG, he was previously CFO of quoted 
group IS Pharma plc and Almedica 

International, a privately held supplier of 
clinical trial materials and laboratory 

equipment manufacturer, Life Sciences 
International plc. 

 

Financial performance 

Executive Management Team and Chair 

 

Copyright Pharma Intelligence, a trading division of Informa UK Ltd
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Business catalysts 

• Instem is fundamentally a well-run and solid business, with good margins and cash generation in an 
industry where it enjoys both a market-leading position in some areas, and significant growth potential 
in others. 
 

• The global pandemic is likely to intensify pressure on healthcare groups to accelerate and improve the 
entire drug trial process, requiring greater investment in technology, greater levels of analysis of existing 
data, and more-intelligent ways to search for new drug targets. All of these trends should be positive for 
Instem. 
 

• Given the highly fragmented marketplace, Instem has been acquiring businesses for a number of years.  
The scale and pace of this programme has accelerated, and the group is gaining a reputation as a 
successful consolidator and a valuable platform into which exciting technologies and skills can be added. 
 

• The recent deals (most notably d-Wise in March 2021) have doubled the scale of the Instem group; it is 
increasingly likely to be involved with all the major pharma and CRO organisations, building an ever-
more-compelling suite of software and service offerings.  Comparators trade on far higher multiples in 
other geographies, and Instem is rapidly building its profile on this global stage. Certara, Simulations Plus 
and Schrodinger are all arguably similar businesses, with sales between $50-250m and market values 
between $1bn and $6bn.  

 

Areas of concern Management mitigation 

COVID-19 could cause customers 
to slow and defer purchase plans, 
or make it difficult to install new 
platforms. 

Instem is helping customers work efficiently and deal with the challenges 
of the pandemic, and such pressures tend to focus clients on the benefit 
of technology-driven and cloud-based solutions. No impact being seen. 

Competitors could emerge, with 
innovative offerings in any of the 
group's target markets, attracted 
by the growth characteristics. 

Instem maintains strong and ongoing dialogues with clients - its 
significant R&D spend allows the technology to remain leading-edge, and 
the group's products and services enjoy a strong reputation. 

Big pharma could reduce its 
spend on tech 

Instem sells both to CROs and direct to Big Pharma - overall levels of 
spend on technology have shown many years of gradual growth. 

Drug development focus could 
shift away from new targets and 
towards later-stage (more 
market-ready) products 

This effect has previously been seen, as clients worked to fill a "trough" in 
sales as older drugs fell off-patent.  Instem managed this pressure, and 
arguably the business is now much better diversified, with the SEND 
regulation-based offering, and multiple acquisitions in new areas.  

Recent acquisitions could 
become difficult to integrate 

The business has moved rapidly to manage and integrate the recent deals; 
we also believe there will be some time before any further material M&A. 

 

Risks and challenges 
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Financial Summary: Instem 

Year end: December (£m unless shown)      
      
PROFIT & LOSS 2019 2020 2021E 2022E 2023E 
Revenue 25.7  28.2  46.7  61.5  66.3  
Adj EBITDA 4.9  5.9  8.0  12.2  14.9  
Adj EBIT 4.0  5.0  5.2  8.4  10.8  
Reported PBT (0.9) 2.5  2.3  7.1  9.3  
Fully adj PBT 3.7  4.4  5.0  8.4  10.8  
NOPAT 3.4  4.1  4.2  6.7  8.7  
Reported EPS (p) (5.4) 11.6  8.3  25.0  33.2  
Fully adj EPS (p) 18.4  19.1  18.3  29.7  38.3  
Dividend per share (p) 0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  

      
CASH FLOW & BALANCE SHEET 2019 2020 2021E 2022E 2023E 
Operating cash flow 5.7  7.7  8.4  9.0  14.1  
Free Cash flow 4.1  5.8  6.5  7.2  9.7  
FCF per share (p) 23.8  29.7  30.0  31.5  43.0  
Acquisitions (1.3) (0.3) (25.4) (6.0) (5.0) 
Disposals 0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  
Capex (1.4) (1.4) (2.1) (2.5) (2.5) 
Shares issued 0.6  15.4  2.6  0.0  0.0  
Net cash flow 2.4  20.8  (17.0) 0.8  4.7  
Cash & equivalents 6.0  26.7  9.8  10.5  15.2  
Net (Debt)/Cash 5.1  25.3  0.0  5.7  10.9  

         
NAV AND RETURNS 2019 2020 2021E 2022E 2023E 
Net asset value 16.8  33.2  36.6  42.3  49.8  
NAV/share 106.1  162.3  170.5  194.1  228.4  
Net Tangible Asset Value (1.3) 15.2  22.4  28.7  35.9  
NTAV/share (8.3) 74.3  104.4  131.7  164.6  
Average equity 16.6  25.0  34.9  39.5  46.0  
Post-tax ROE (%) (5.6%) 9.1% 5.2% 14.4% 16.2% 

      
METRICS 2019 2020 2021E 2022E 2023E 
Revenue growth  9.7% 65.5% 31.7% 7.8% 
Adj EBITDA growth  21.7% 35.8% 51.9% 21.7% 
Adj EBIT growth  27.6% 3.4% 60.6% 29.4% 
Adj PBT growth  18.5% 13.6% 69.3% 27.6% 
Adj EPS growth  N/A (4.3%) 62.5% 29.0% 
Dividend growth  N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Adj EBIT margins  17.9% 11.2% 13.6% 16.4% 

      
VALUATION 2019 2020 2021E 2022E 2023E 
EV/Sales 5.9 5.3 3.2 2.5 2.3 
EV/EBITDA 31.0 25.5 18.8 12.3 10.1 
EV/NOPAT 43.8 36.4 36.1 22.5 17.4 
PER 39.4 38.0 39.7 24.4 18.9 
Dividend yield N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
FCF yield 3.3% 4.1% 4.1% 4.3% 5.9% 

 

Source: Company information and Progressive Equity Research estimates 
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To arrange a meeting with the management team, or for further information about Progressive, please contact: 
Keith Hodgskiss 
+44 (0) 7517 427640 
khodgskiss@progressive-research.com 
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Copyright 2022 Progressive Equity Research Limited (“PERL”).  All rights reserved.  Progressive’s research is commissioned by the subject 
company under contract and is freely available to the public and all institutional investors.  Progressive does not offer investors the ability to 
trade securities.  Our publications should not, therefore, be considered an inducement under MiFID II regulations.  PERL provides professional 
equity research services, and the companies researched pay a fee in order for this research to be made available.  This report has been 
commissioned by the subject company and prepared and issued by PERL for publication in the United Kingdom only.  All information used in 
the publication of this report has been compiled from publicly available sources that are believed to be reliable; however, PERL does not 
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PERL at the time of publication, and any estimates are those of PERL and not of the companies concerned unless specifically sourced 
otherwise.  PERL is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) of the United Kingdom (registration number 697355). 

This document is provided for information purposes only, and is not a solicitation or inducement to buy, sell, subscribe, or underwrite 
securities or units.  Investors should seek advice from an Independent Financial Adviser or regulated stockbroker before making any 
investment decisions.  PERL does not make investment recommendations.  Any valuation given in a research note is the theoretical result of 
a study of a range of possible outcomes, and not a forecast of a likely share price.  PERL does not undertake to provide updates to any 
opinions or views expressed in this document. 

This document has not been approved for the purposes of Section 21(2) of the Financial Services & Markets Act 2000 of the United Kingdom.  
It has not been prepared in accordance with the legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research.  It is not 
subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research. 

PERL does not hold any positions in the securities mentioned in this report.  However, PERL’s directors, officers, employees and contractors 
may have a position in any or related securities mentioned in this report.  PERL or its affiliates may perform services or solicit business from 
any of the companies mentioned in this report. 

The value of securities mentioned in this report can fall as well as rise and may be subject to large and sudden swings.  In addition, the level 
of marketability of the shares mentioned in this report may result in significant trading spreads and sometimes may lead to difficulties in 
opening and/or closing positions.  It may be difficult to obtain accurate information about the value of securities mentioned in this report.  
Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. 

 

 

 

 


